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Abstract–Silica aerogel collector tiles have been employed for the collection of particles in low Earth
orbit and, more recently, for the capture of cometary particles by NASA’s Stardust mission. Reliable,
reproducible methods for cutting these and future collector tiles from sample return missions are
necessary to maximize the science output from the extremely valuable embedded particles. We present
a means of macroscopic subdivision of collector tiles by generating large-scale cuts over several
centimeters in silica aerogel with almost no material loss. The cut surfaces are smooth and optically
clear allowing visual location of particles for analysis and extraction. This capability is complementary
to the smaller-scale cutting capabilities previously described (Westphal 2004; Ishii 2005a, 2005b) for
removing individual impacts and particulate debris in tiny aerogel extractions. Macroscopic cuts enable
division and storage or distribution of portions of aerogel tiles for immediate analysis of samples by
certain techniques in situ or further extraction of samples suited for other methods of analysis. The
capability has been implemented in the Stardust Laboratory at NASA’s Johnson Space Center as one of
a suite of aerogel cutting methods to be used in Stardust sample curation.

INTRODUCTION

In January 2006, the NASA Stardust mission brought to
Earth the first solid samples ever retrieved from the coma of a
comet (Brownlee 2003). These samples were collected during
a flyby of the comet Wild-2 in early 2004 and are anticipated
to consist of micron-sized particles embedded in silica
aerogel collector tiles. The impact speed of the particles was
6.1 km/sec, a hypervelocity anticipated to allow a degree of
preservation of the terminal particles. The actual condition of
the captured particles in the aerogel will remain unknown
until the mission returns, but essential to any scenario is a
capability for extracting the sample from the collector. The
Orbital Debris Collector Experiment exposed silica aerogel
tiles on the Mir space stationand the International Space
Station to collect man-made and extraterrestrial particles in
low Earth orbit (Hörz 2000). This has provided one
opportunity to explore how to extract samples from bulk
aerogel tiles for analysis. Light gas gun hypervelocity shots of
standard powders into aerogel are another source of test
materials. For some early stages of the Stardust analysis, it is
of interest to be able to preserve the impact track together with

the terminal particulate material since valuable chemical
information from less refractory materials may be deposited
along the impact track. Considerable effort has been invested
in developing methods for extracting tiny sections of aerogel,
fractions of a millimeter on a side, containing individual
particles and their associated impact tracks (Westphal 2004;
Ishii 2005a, 2005b). However, many analysis techniques do
not require such fine subdivision of the aerogel, and some
offer major benefits for locating particles and prescreening by
mapping larger sections of aerogel. Synchrotron X-ray
techniques, for example, will allow mapping of major
element distributions in centimeter-thick sections of aerogel
followed by more in-depth fluorescence and spectroscopic
studies of impact tracks and particles of interest. For these
techniques, subdivided aerogel in larger portions with
thicknesses on the order of several millimeters and lateral
dimensions that might extend out to the full aerogel tile
dimensions (2–4 cm) is more ideal. A means of macroscopic
subdivision of the silica aerogel collector tiles is also
desirable to facilitate preservation of portions of tiles and
transport and distribution of other portions. Larger subdivided
slices or blocks can be readily distributed for analysis or
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further divided, and individual tracks extracted for other
analyses (for example, full chemical analysis of debris
distributed along an impact track) or for isolation of terminal
particles for TEM, nanoSIMS, and other small particle
analyses.

Several approaches for large-scale cutting of aerogel tiles
have been tested by others (e.g., Tsou 2005). These approaches
include diamond-impregnated wire saws, rotating saws, laser-
cutting, and ion milling. The saw- and laser-cutting approaches
have the advantages of being fast and inexpensive. The major
disadvantages to all of these approaches are high loss of
surrounding aerogel material (kerf) and/or loss of optical
clarity that obstructs further extraction and analysis of
impacted material. For cutting hypervelocity impacts from
aerogel, the reported methods achieve cutting depths of only a
few millimeters over lateral distances of similar scale
(Westphal 2004; Ishii 2005a, 2005b).

We report here an extension of the ultrasonic microblade
cutting method (Ishii 2005a, 2005b) to produce macroscopic
cuts in aerogel for the purpose of subdividing bulk aerogel
tiles into manageable sub-sections for distribution, early
survey analysis, and eventual further subdivision and terminal
particle extraction. These sub-sections may have thicknesses
as thin as a millimeter over lateral distances of many
centimeters. The cut surfaces have low surface roughness and
high optical clarity allowing clear viewing of subsurface
particles for further sample mining. The technique has been
implemented in the Stardust Laboratory at NASA’s Johnson
Space Center as one of a suite of aerogel cutting methods for
use in Stardust sample curation.

METHOD AND RESULTS

We have used an “ultrasonic macroblade,” a steel utility-
knife blade driven at ultrasonic frequencies, mounted on a
micromanipulator for fine motion control to generate
macroscopic cuts with smooth cut surfaces, exceptional
optical clarity and almost no material loss. Two-centimeter-
long, steel blades were laser-cut en masse into a utility-knife
shape from 100-micron thick, double-edged, high carbon
steel razor blades (purchased from Electron Microscopy
Sciences), and cutting debris was gently filed off avoiding
damage to the sharp cutting edge. Some blades showed

warping at the tip due to thermal processing and were
discarded. Figure 1 shows the blade used for this work. After
mounting, it has an effective cutting length of 1.7 cm, a width
of 2 mm, and a thickness of 100 microns with a 20° angle of
the cutting edge to the spine of the blade. The ultrasonic
frequency is produced by the piezo-driver of the
MicroDissector (Eppendorf), which fits on standard
micromanipulators. Further details of the setup used for this
work may be found in Ishii (2005a).

Cuts are made by driving the macroblade at an ultrasonic
frequency of approximately 32–45 kHz and 100% amplitude
(full power). For each blade, the frequency is fine-tuned for
clean cutting. Although the ultrasonic driver is nominally
driving the blade longitudinally with an amplitude of 1.5
microns, this frequency results in near-resonance excitation of
the blade that gives out-of-plane motion. For the blade shown
in Fig. 1, the out-of-plane motion is approximately 150
microns in air and is considerably damped in the aerogel. (The
diamond microblades (Ishii 2005a) used for extraction of
individual impact tracks have out-of-plane motion on the
order of 5–10 microns in air.) The result is localized breaking
up and compression of the aerogel’s silica network with little
friction. Another resonance is present near 24 kHz, but the
amplitude of out-of-plane motion is smaller, and sticking is
more likely. Drawing the blade through the aerogel with no
ultrasonic excitation results in tearing. The optimum smooth
cut surface is obtained by drawing the ultrasonic macroblade
across the surface of the aerogel. After each pass, the blade is
lifted above the aerogel surface to return to the starting
position, and the next cutting pass is made starting from a
deeper position in the aerogel bulk. Aerogel tearing is
minimized by adjusting the step size in depth and the cutting
speed. For 10 mg/cc silica aerogel, steps of up to 300 microns
can be used; for 20 mg/cc silica aerogel, the step size is
reduced to 100 microns. Figure 2 illustrates a block of aerogel
cut from the edge of a silica aerogel tile (10 mg/cc density,
9 mm thickness). The entire block was extracted in about an
hour and a half, and cutting time can be optimized for the
specific aerogel density (or density profile) of the tiles being
subdivided. Figure 3 shows an additional cut made through
the top half of the aerogel block in order to embed a
microthermocouple intended for synchrotron X-ray heating
experiments. Cuts several centimeters in length can be readily

Fig. 1. Macroblade laser-cut from a 100-micron-thick breakable steel razor blade.
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made, and cutting depth appears to be limited only by the
effective blade length so far. It is possible to make longer
blades for cuts 2 cm deep, the depth of Stardust collector tiles,
to cut off slices of aerogel. Alternatively, shallower cuts can
be made from both sides of the tile to release a slice, a method
that has been used successfully.

It should be noted that ultrasonic frequencies can be
applied to other tools besides blades. Silica needles, for
example, may be used to generate tunnels and trenches in
aerogel, an approach which may be useful for quickly
extracting individual particles from subdivided tiles. The
tunnel size is dependent on the needle shape in part due to its
resulting stiffness.

MATERIAL CHOICE

Stainless steel is a durable choice for ultrasonic
macroblades; however, there are concerns associated with this
material. Since many extraterrestrial particles are magnetic,
one concern with steel blades is their ferromagnetic
properties. This issue can be addressed by demagnetizing
(degaussing) the blades in an AC magnetic field (Brownlee,
personal communication).

Contamination is a more critical concern when dealing
with micron- and submicron-sized particulate samples. Steel
will wear with long-term use, and although stainless steel
particles can be ruled out by chemical signature, the addition
of particulates from the cutting tool onto the aerogel
surface—or even into the aerogel surface for techniques
generating rough surface cuts—is highly undesirable. For
macroscopic cuts to subdivide larger tiles, however, some
degree of surface contamination may be acceptable when
particles and any associated tracks selected for analysis are
extracted from below the surface.

Fig. 2. Silica aerogel block approximately 7.5 × 7.5 × 9 mm cut from the side of a tile using the ultrasonic macroblade in Fig. 1. The block
has fallen forward so that the top cut surface is the original cut back face (left). The cut surfaces have high optical clarity despite some tearing
(right). The optical clarity of the cut surface is similar to that of the as-cast surfaces (left, upper corners). Tearing typically initiates when too
large steps are taken in depth during cutting.

Fig. 3. Large-scale cuts for embedding a microthermocouple in silica
aerogel for synchrotron X-ray heating tests. Top left: the block cut
from an edge of an aerogel tile mounted on a carbon adhesive pad.
Top right: Cutting a groove with the steel macroblade and U/S
frequency vibrations. Bottom: close-up of the cut which extends
downward below the focal plane of the optical image. Because the
aerogel is no longer constrained in its larger starting tile, the gap is
∼200 microns wide reflecting the blade width and vibration
amplitude.
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We have explored alternative blade materials such as
CVD diamond and sapphire that would pose less
contamination risk. Regrettably, neither material withstands
ultrasonic excitation without breaking. Natural diamond is a
proven material for this application (as in ultrasonic diamond
microblades [Ishii 2005a]) that does not shed particles, but at
the length required for cutting 2-cm-thick tiles (minimum
depth 1 cm), it is a very expensive alternative.

SUMMARY

For sample return missions employing silica aerogel
collector tiles, such as NASA’s Stardust mission to collect
cometary particles, methods for cutting these tiles from
sample return missions are vital to enable detailed study of the
embedded particles. These methods must permit clean and
controlled cutting of the fragile silica aerogel. To meet this
need, several approaches have been tested, and past methods
have suffered from loss of optical clarity as well as material
on either side of the cut. We have presented ultrasonic
macroblades, an extension of the ultrasonic diamond
microblade technique (Ishii 2005a, 2005b), to generate large-
scale cuts for subdividing silica aerogel collector tiles used in
particle capture on sample return missions. Application of
ultrasonic vibrations to the macroblades provides a relatively
quick tool for producing smooth cut surfaces with exceptional
optical clarity and almost no material loss over centimeter
distances permitting cuts over the length of a Stardust
collector tile. Each subdivided portion of a given collector tile
can be stored or distributed for in situ analysis (by X-ray
techniques, for example) or for extraction of individual
impact tracks and isolation of intact particles for in-depth
analysis. Details of the cutting mechanism and parameters
and the choice of blade materials have been discussed. The
technique is complementary to the small-scale cutting
techniques already described (Westphal 2004; Ishii 2005a,
2005b) for extracting individual impact tracks.
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